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. . . Most Canadians realize that Canada is a
Pacific as well as an Atlantic po.rer and that if our
nation is to achieve its maximum development and to
maintain a maximum of security, particular attention
must be given to our relations ~Jith the countries of
the vast xsiatic continent .rhich lie on the far side
of the Pacific .

as with our relations with the rest of the vrorld,
Canada's activities in Asia are based on tha tain principle
of preservation of peace and stimulation of international
trade . vie Canadians like othar peace-loving peoples believe
that by servinb the cause of peace and by working for
greater interchange of co:ariodities betueen nations, w e
are -working in the interests of all men and women everyYrhere .

From our history books, indeed from the very first
lessons in them, we Canadians have learned that Asia has had
a considerable influence on taa develo-p-i.ient of our country .
via have read that the first contacts made by Lurop3ans on
this continent were the result of a saarch for a shorter
route to the riches of the Orient . and our studies in
history show that avan after tliz first settle:ilents were
precariously establis .zed this quest for a :resterly route -
to the Far ~;ast continued and contributed in no small degree
to the opening up of this continent .

-- ivan a;zen the true size of North cirierica became
realized and hope for finding an Oriental trade route by
,ray of North America rvas abandoned, sor,ie of the explorers
and fur traders sent out by their companies to the i7est and
north to discover new sources of fur re .:iained aware of the
prospects offared by trade with the Far c;ast . For example,
Alexander iaacl.enzie, who al:-iost 160 years ago rias the first
white man to cross the continent north of ï .►exico, formulated
the plan of associating in one vast enterprise the fur trade
of Canada and the fishing industry of dritain with the
markets of China . 4hile ï.:acl;enzie's dream of extensive
Canadian trade :-iith the Orient had to aait another 100
,1~rears to be fulfilled it ,prasû,;ed 4 develop~;lent which is
of great importance to Canadiûns today .

That is enouEh of our excursion into 'zistory .
It shows that trade has influenced our relationship with
the Far Last far back in Canada's history . Now I would
like to speak a few minutes on the other principle that I


